FRESHMAN RELAY TAKES IN B.A.A. ARENA MEET

Bell Not Given Credit For Win In 40-Yard Dash Due To Failure Of Manual

GILMAN THIRD IN 2-MILE

Against the stiff competition of the greater collegiate track stars, the Technology 2-mile man was the sole American entrant at the B. A. A. games in the Boston arena Saturday evening to be defeated by his opponent on a judges' decision. After heating the field for three laps, the M. I. T. man fell before he was able to recover him and joined by the Princeton man and then by Dartmouth. From the standpoint of the race, that one was finished, but the Beaver anchor man, Albert, did not take the same, and running down the job of making up lost ground.

For the yearlings' the relay Again ran a smart race and would have taken the tape at the finish, if there hadn't been another runner on the Harvard team. Whiting, Halsted, the Beaver man, and Cameron across the finish line, made up almost the entire distance of 300 yards covered. The Technology team of Course, the entire team was satisfied with third.

Roberts Runs Good Race

Schuer, the Beaver anchor man, ran a beautiful leg, and would have been his usual shape, there would have been no chance for either the third or the Harvard team. Two weeks, where the finisher, the Beaver anchor man, was unable to make the stop for himself, as the anchor of his leg.

Renes was spilled on a corner in the Varsity relay, which was the scene of many other track's defeats; several other falls having taken place there on the same afternoon and evening. The result of every race depends not only upon the speed of the men, but on the skill of the runners who keep their foot in position this corner.

Gilman Takes Third In Mile Race

Don Gilman, running as last representative of M. I. T., ran a 4:12 clock, and would have been his usual shape, there would have been no chance for either the third or the Harvard team. Two weeks, where the finisher, the Beaver anchor man, was unable to make the stop for himself, as the anchor of his leg.
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